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Last Minute Marathon Tips 
  
 

Race Week 
 
If you can sit down rather than stand sit down with good posture.  
If you can lie down rather than sit down they lay down. 
Getting in extra power naps race week also helps. 
Avoid running and standing around in your marathon running shoes for the last 2 days. Avoid 
crushing the guts out of them so the mid sole of the shoe (protective quality) is ready for action for 
your marathon. 
Use training shoes with good support rather than lightweight racers for the marathon. 
 
The ones you have been training in. Do not look for extra weight saving for the marathon in these 
final days even from your tried and tested racers that were Ok for a 10 km race. 
In theory light-racing flats save precious grams that can save you energy and should allow you to 
run faster. In practise they have less support and shock absorption. Muscle oscillation and micro 
tears are likely to occur earlier resulting in quicker onset of fatigue.  
Once this happens you slow down, having shoes with good shock absorption delays this from 
happening. 
 
The night before 
Eat your last main meal before 6pm then snack with fruit or another light meal 2-3 hours before you 
go to bed. 
A big mistake is eating a large meal late and not being able to get to sleep, then having a big 
breakfast at 5-6 am on Race morning. With nerves it makes it hard to digest all this food from your 
stomach. 
Pin your number on, have your kit laid out ready so you do not wake thinking about forgetting 
something. 
Have a drink of water or carbohydrate drink by your bedside, if you feel thirsty it saves getting out of 
bed which will disturb your sleep. 
Often when away from home you will wake up in unfamiliar surroundings. It can be more difficult to 
get back to sleep.  
Having a drink and thinking about the race from start to finish will help. If you fail to go through the 
whole event and clear your mind you will find it difficult to fall back to sleep. Think about enjoying 
the finish. 
Try and avoid walking around a hotel bedroom with no shoes on.  
Many a professional athlete or age group runner has stubbed a toe and ruined their chances before 
the race has even begun! 
Make sure you are not another statistic. 
Have a look at my quick U Tube video of what to do the night before marathon tips. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWDD5aWiqVs 
 



Breakfast 
Breakfast morning, only eat up to 50% more than normal.  
This should be second nature as you will have practised this routine before some of your long runs. 
Chafing can happen even in the most unexpected places, to stop or delay this happening use a 
greaseless petroleum jelly in armpits area (above and below seam) Also smear in areas of nipples, 
inner thighs, between toes but not too much as your clothing can stick may rub in a different area. 
Apply to eye brows to divert sweat to trickle down side of face and away from eyes 
Use either elastic shoe laces or quick release toggles. 
This stops shoe laces coming loose and are easy and quick to adjust if your feet expand. 
Stay hydrated this helps with cooling by evaporation from the skin. Any dehydration will cause you 
to slow down and can cause cramps  
Do not try anything New marathon day. 
For marathon race day breakfast ideas click below 
http://www.ironmate.co.uk/race-morning-breakfast.htm 
 
Race Day 
Warm up by gently jogging. This gets you ready and allows you to decide what to wear. You should 
feel cool in your warm up if you get hot then you are wearing too much. 
Wearing sunglasses either clear tinted or a sun visor, keeps the wind, dust and bright low sunlight 
from your eyes.  
Relaxed eyes mean a relaxed face, resulting in relaxed shoulders and arms. 
Expect to feel heavy legged in the warm up and first part of the marathon’ this is partly due to 
nerves but more importantly tapering.   
 
DO NOT DO anything new race week and especially marathon day.  
No new shoes, new kit or socks. 
Keep the faith and run with the pace maker for your anticipated finish time.  
The various pace makers are very experienced and will help you, avoid running past them because 
you feel the pace is too slow at the start. 
 
20-15 minutes before the start 
Consume. 250-330ml of a 4-6% carbohydrate drink in last 20-15 minutes before the start. Once you 
begin exercising your kidneys almost stop working so avoiding the need to go to the toilet as the 
gun goes off. 
 
You will feel good at the start so avoid getting carried away and going too fast, run with the 
experienced pace maker for your predicted finish time. 
 
“If your repeat an error then it is a mistake, learn from your life experiences” 
A mistake is not a mistake if you learn from it and do NOT do it again” 
 
See you on the road.  
Enjoy the day. 
 
 
For more tips and advice about training nutrition injury prevention run walk strategy post 
race marathon blues log onto                            

www.ironmate.co.uk 
mark@ironmate.co.uk 
Sign up for FREE and receive a monthly e –newsletter 
 
Mark has a personal best marathon of 2 hours 24 minutes & 40 seconds in the London marathon 
and has run 71 marathons faster than 3 hours. 
Author of the Complete Book of Triathlon Training 
Performance Coach Training Programmes Run Analysis Motivational Speaker 


